
    

 
 

 
 

 
 
Newmarket Strategy Ltd - Job Description, Director role, Sept 2022 

Director - Healthcare Services & Infrastructure  
Full time role 
September 2022 

 

Newmarket Strategy is a rapidly growing, boutique advisory firm operating at the cutting edge of 

healthcare innovation and investment.  Founded by a former Health Minister, Special Adviser and life 

science leaders, our team has operated at the highest levels in government, the NHS and industry. 

Our deep insight and technical expertise spans policy, regulation, reimbursement and commercial 

strategy and we apply this across the sector. 

 

By joining Newmarket, you will be part of an entrepreneurial and dynamic team undertaking a variety 

of projects. Your clients will range from the world’s biggest life sciences and technology companies to 

specialist healthcare providers and innovators. Your knowledge of health policy and provision, and the 

expertise you apply to help innovations and services make their way into the NHS, will be valued by 

our substantial client list. What is more, you will be an integral and senior figure in our business, 

building its exciting future with our founders. 

 

Our work 

Our work is stimulating and varied. We are proud to have supported some of the most innovative and 

groundbreaking health technologies and much-needed services to reach patients and clinicians, and 

that our advice is trusted by the biggest suppliers in several key healthcare industries.  

 

Within our healthcare services and infrastructure practice, we work for a range of organisations 

delivering clinical care, technologies, or equipment for the NHS (and private healthcare). Our clients 

include world-leading NHS hospital trusts, and the UK's largest independent players in sectors like 

acute care, dentistry, primary care, imaging, pathology, screening, ophthalmology, social care, 

insourcing, recruitment and many more. Meanwhile, major private equity investors rely on us to help 

them assess market opportunities and conduct due diligence on specific companies.  

 

We are looking for a bright, knowledgeable, and committed person to lead this domain, working 

directly to one of Newmarket's founders and senior partners. 

 

Profile for the role 

• Likely to have a minimum of 8+ years' experience in healthcare, potentially in a policy, 
regulatory, provider or consultancy organisation. 

• Professional exposure to policy around healthcare services and infrastructure is preferable - 
such as elective care, independent sector, diagnostics and pathology, and technology. 

• Experience of the interface between the NHS and its suppliers, with knowledge of the policy, 
reimbursement, and procurement environment. 
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• An interest in the commercial challenges in supplying to the NHS, and in the wider investor 
community that supports parts of the sector. 

• Entrepreneurial instinct, with an interest in business development and motivation to grow. 

Key attributes 

• Strategic views about the delivery, funding, and reform of healthcare services. 

• A strong intellect, enabling you confidently to pick up new issues and topics quickly and draw 
conclusions about the challenges and opportunities.  

• Technical knowledge to advise clients directly about changes and trends in healthcare, and 
fulfill client requests including market assessments, policy analysis, reimbursement processes 
and market entry strategies. 

• Confidence and presentation skills to advise senior leaders across healthcare providers, 
corporate partners and investors. 

• A collegiate and focused approach to leading projects and contributing to the dynamic culture 
within our small but growing business. 

• Capacity to contribute towards maintaining an enjoyable and friendly working environment.  

Responsibilities 

• Bringing expertise and supporting the team with existing clients, especially those in the clinical 
staffing, healthcare services, medical technology and independent sector provision. 

• Leading the development and execution of a new business development plan for 
Newmarket’s healthcare services practice. 

• Advising senior clients on the changing landscape for healthcare, and how to drive uptake of 
their services and innovations inside the NHS. 

• Running this practice area by leading a team of analysts, consultants, and managers to deliver 
insightful client work to tight deadlines. 

• Identifying and helping to secure new business within our target areas. 

• Contributing to the running of the wider Newmarket business as part of our Senior 
Management Team. 

Benefits 

• Competitive, salary with significant annual bonus scheme  

• Pension contributions  

• Attractive central/west London office location 

• Flexible, hybrid-working opportunities  

• 20 days of annual leave, plus bank holidays and the days between Christmas and New Year  

• Cycle to work scheme. 

To apply, please email a CV (max. 2 pages) and covering letter (max. 1 page) explaining why the role 

appeals to you and why you would be successful in it, to careers@newmarket-strategy.com.  Please 

state clearly in the subject line the role you are applying for.  

 

We treat all job applications equally.  
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